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Object-based audio is gaining momentum as a means for future audio content to be more
immersive, interactive, and accessible. Recent standardization developments make recommen-
dations for object formats; however, the capture, production, and reproduction of reverberation
is an open issue. In this paper parametric approaches for capturing, representing, editing, and
rendering reverberation over a 3D spatial audio system are reviewed. A framework is proposed
for a Reverberant Spatial Audio Object (RSAO), which synthesizes reverberation inside an
audio object renderer. An implementation example of an object scheme utilizing the RSAO
framework is provided, and supported with listening test results, showing that: the approach
correctly retains the sense of room size compared to a convolved reference; editing RSAO pa-
rameters can alter the perceived room size and source distance; and, format-agnostic rendering
can be exploited to alter listener envelopment.

1 INTRODUCTION

Creation of a room effect is a critical part of audio pro-
duction, whether the intention is to convey the sense of
being in a specific real room or to carry the listener into
a new world imagined by an artist. Technology for cap-
ture, production, and reproduction of reverberation must
support these and other applications, requiring the rever-
beration to be recordable, intuitively editable, efficient to
transmit, and reproducible on a wide range of reproduction
systems.

A spatial audio scene, or components of a scene, can be
represented by channel-based, transform-based, or object-
based approaches [1]. For channel-based approaches, the
engineer must mix for each target reproduction system, and
the actual loudspeaker feeds are transmitted. Transform-
based (or scene-based [2]) approaches map the scene onto
orthogonal basis functions that can be decoded at the re-
ceiver and mapped to the available loudspeakers. In these
approaches, the audio elements are fixed at transmis-

∗Portions of this paper were presented in P. Coleman et al., “On
Object-Based Audio with Reverberation,” at AES 60th Interna-
tional Conference, Leuven, Belgium, Feb. 2016.

sion, limiting the flexibility further along the production
chain.

In object-based audio, a scene is instead composed of
a number of objects, each comprising audio content and
metadata. The metadata are interpreted by a renderer, which
derives the audio to be sent to each loudspeaker with knowl-
edge of the specific target reproduction system (e.g., the
loudspeaker positions). Similar to the transform-based ap-
proaches, object-based audio allows audio content to be
format-agnostic [3], i.e., produced once and replayed on
many different kinds of devices or adapted to non-ideal re-
production systems. However, as all objects are available to
the renderer, the object-based approach is very flexible and
has the potential to bring powerful new ways for consumers
to interact with and personalize audio content.

Existing object metadata schemes provide a basic de-
scription of the object properties, such as its position in
space and level. Alongside these, the ITU standard audio
definition model (ADM) [4] allows an object to be diffuse
or to have a size, and MPEG-H [2,5] includes a spread
parameter. The signal-processing steps necessary to render
these kinds of objects might also be used to reproduce rever-
berant signals. Even so, contemporary object standards do
not support the concept of a reverberation object. Previous
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proposals for object schemes containing room modeling
have been proposed [6, 7], but have not been widely
adopted. Rather, a common approach is to use a set of
(localized) objects in conjunction with channel-based or
Ambisonic-encoded tracks containing the ambience or re-
verberation [5,8–9]. Reverberation encoded in this way is
limited in three ways: the spatialization is fixed and based
on an assumed ideal reproduction setup, the language of
any dialog is embedded into the reverberation, and control
of the reverberation level is limited to a simple wet/dry mix.
The benefits of object-based audio cannot therefore be fully
realized.

Conversely, a fully object-based representation of re-
verberation implies that the reverberation is synthe-
sized at the renderer. This could give greater immersion
by allowing the renderer to reproduce early reflections
independently and precisely, taking into account the re-
production layout. Opportunities for personalization or in-
teraction can be envisaged both for producers (e.g., edit-
ing the acoustics of captured rooms) and consumers (e.g.,
choosing commentary language). Ideally, object-based re-
verberation would allow for independent control of the
room effect due to each source, allowing objects to behave
intuitively if, for instance, the level is adjusted. Finally,
speech intelligibility may be enhanced in some cases by
allowing listeners to increase the direct to reverberant ratio
(DRR).

Describing the reverberation with a set of parameters im-
plies that the reverberant signals will be synthesized in the
renderer. Digital synthesis of reverberation is a topic that
has attracted much research over many decades [10–12].
In particular, part of the MPEG-4 standard [13, 14] de-
scribes parametric reverberation techniques based on high-
level descriptions of the desired room. Other approaches,
such as spatial impulse response rendering (SIRR) [15]
and the spatial decomposition method (SDM) [16] are
based on low-level analysis and synthesis of a specific
recorded acoustic space. Preliminary work on a reverberant
spatial audio object (RSAO) [17] proposed a representa-
tion based on specular early reflections and diffuse late
reverberation, having the advantage of being capturable
from a real room yet editable and with easily implemented
rendering.

In this article we extend [17] and our work in [18]. In Sec.
2 we outline the assumed room model and discuss the key
perceptual characteristics of the room effect. Then, in Sec.
3, following [18], we draw together and compare paramet-
ric approaches to reverberation synthesis and discuss their
application to object-based content, considering the whole
production chain of capture, production, editing, and ren-
dering. We propose the RSAO framework, following [17],
in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 we give an example of calculating RSAO
metadata (refined compared to [17]) from recorded room
impulse responses (RIRs), and extend both former works
by presenting new listening test results demonstrating the
potential of the approach to be edited by a producer and ren-
dered over different loudspeaker systems. Finally, in Sec. 6
we discuss the RSAO implementation and future prospects,
and we summarize in Sec. 7.

Time

Amplitude 
(dB)

Direct Early ref. Late reverberation

Decay rate

T0

Initial time gap

Localised Diffuse

DIRECTIVITY

Fig. 1. Generic RIR model (based on [10], Fig. 1), showing
the squared magnitude. Direct sound arrives after time T0, early
reflections begin after the initial time gap, and late reverberation
decays exponentially. Sound becomes increasingly diffuse with
time.

2 ROOM MODEL AND PERCEPTION

To represent the reverberation in an object-based man-
ner, it is useful to consider the perceptual characteristics
of the room alongside a physical room model. At low fre-
quencies (i.e., below the Schroeder frequency [19]), modal
behavior dominates, leading to monaural timbral effects.
As frequency increases, reflections are often thought of
(and modeled) as sound rays following the principles of
geometrical acoustics [20]. Fig. 1 shows a generic room re-
verberation model representing the development of an RIR
over time, from which the main perceptual properties can be
explained. The model comprises the direct sound arriving
after time T0, a number of early reflections, and late rever-
beration characterized by an exponential decay curve. As
marked on the figure, the diffuseness of the sound field gen-
erally increases with time. Following the direct sound, early
room reflections are initially sparse in time, appearing as
distinct contributions arriving from specific directions de-
termined by the room geometry. Reflections arriving within
the first 5–10 ms affect localization and are usually asso-
ciated with a perceived image shift and broadening of the
primary sound source [21]. These early reflections can also
lead to coloration through comb-filtering [22]. The initial
time gap separating the direct sound and the first reflection
is thought to affect perception of the presence or intimacy of
the room and its apparent size [23]. As time progresses, the
sound field becomes a mix of diffuse and specular reflec-
tions of decaying level and increasing temporal density and
spatial diffuseness, displaying behavior more statistically
random in nature [10]. The diffuse reflections and the rever-
berant decay affect predominantly spatial attributes such as
perceived envelopment and spaciousness [23] and provide
cues to source distance (predominantly via the DRR [24])
and room size. In order to convey the key properties of the
target room acoustics, object-based reverberation should
therefore preserve the initial time gap, the spatial and tim-
bral properties of the early reflections, and the diffuse and
decay characteristics of the late reverberation.

3 PRODUCING REVERBERATION

Current approaches for recording and representing rever-
beration in object-based content fall into two main classes:
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Table 1. Summary of parametric 3D reverberation in the context of an object-based production pipeline. The proposed RSAO
(highlighted, Sec. 4) is included for comparison, referencing preliminary work in [17].

Capture Parameters Editing Rendering

MPEG-4 Physical
[13, 14]

Estimate room dimensions
and surface filtering
properties

Source directivity and FIR
surface filter or structured
audio spec.

Edit room description Computational acoustics
room rendering or
convolution

MPEG-4
Perceptual (Spat)
[14,34]

Estimate physical room
properties and perceptual
correlates from mono RIR

Perceptual parameters
(linked to delay network
coefficients)

Modify source/room in
perceptual parameters
domain

Early reflection module
and FDN coefficients

RSAO [17] Circular array RIR TOA/DOA for direct sound
and discrete early
reflections; octave-band
decay for late reverb

Modify image sources
(early) and
octave-band reverb
time (late)

Split signal: pan
non-diffuse and
decorrelate diffuse

SIRR [15] B-Format RIR Time-frequency-wise
azimuth, elevation, and
diffuseness

Edit TF-cell parameters Split signal: pan
non-diffuse and
decorrelate diffuse

R-WFS [35] Circular array RIR High resolution plane wave
RIR

Edit response in plane
wave domain

Render source types by
WFS, convolve with
input audio

SDM [16] RIRs from 4+ microphones
in a 3D layout

Omni RIR plus DOA for
each time segment

Low-level editing of
omni RIR or DOA for
an image source

Convolve and render to
target DOA

signal-based approaches and parametric approaches. Here,
we focus mainly on the parametric approaches that can be
applied to user-end rendering.

3.1 Signal-Based Approaches
Signal-based approaches are those that record signals

with a particular microphone array and include spatial mi-
crophone techniques (which directly record the reverberant
signals) and convolution reverbs (which apply reverber-
ant RIRs to a dry signal in post-production). These ap-
proaches can utilize channel-based or scene-based repre-
sentations. Channel-based spatial microphone techniques
are intended to be reproduced over a specific reproduction
layout. Main microphone techniques have been developed
for stereo (e.g., [25]), surround (e.g., [26]), and with-height
systems (e.g., [27, 28]). A room microphone array (e.g.,
[29]) can be used to capture diffuse room sound. Captured
signals are moderately editable by adjusting the relative mix
of the microphone signals [30]. However, the spatial aspects
of the recording are fixed in the channels and intended for
a specific loudspeaker arrangement. Similarly, user inter-
activity is limited because the contributions of individual
sources are not available.

Scene-based approaches (e.g., [8,31]) allow scene rota-
tion, scaling, and spatial filtering to enhance or attenuate
certain directions. User interaction capabilities are limited
in the same way as for channel-based approaches. Convolu-
tion reverbs assume that the RIR of a reverberant space can
be applied as a finite impulse response (FIR) filter, thus any
dry signal can be made reverberant in post-production by
convolution with a pre-recorded set of RIRs. Application of
a convolution reverb is analogous to making a recording in
the space where the RIR was recorded (or computationally
generated), having limitations as described above, although
RIRs for convolution can be edited (e.g., [32, 33]). Signal-
based reverberation is, in general, difficult to represent in

a format-agnostic way, limiting the potential benefits from
using an object-based representation. An extended discus-
sion on the signal-based approaches may be found in [18].

3.2 Parametric Approaches
In this section we provide an overview of parametric syn-

thetic reverberation for object-based audio. In Sec. 3.2.1 we
discuss approaches based on high-level parameters, and in
Sec. 3.2.2 we discuss the parameterization and synthesis
of rooms based on low-level parameters directly available
to the renderer. Table 1 summarizes the discussion of the
parametric approaches, which are also shown in Fig. 2.
Parameters describing the reverberation are defined in the
parameterization process, optionally using recordings from
a real room. Then in production, the producer edits object
and reverb parameters, using a local version of the renderer
to render the reverberant scene and monitor the production.
The reverberant signals are finally represented as audio and
metadata streams and rendered to the end user’s loudspeak-
ers, accounting for user personalization input.

3.2.1 High-Level Parameters and Synthesis
Reverberation can be synthesized based on high-level

parameters that describe a room in physical or perceptual
terms. The main examples of high-level parametric rever-
beration are found in the physical and perceptual parameters
for room modeling in MPEG-4 v2 [13,36]. Physical param-
eters are specified in terms of the transmission paths in the
environment and frequency-dependent directivity models
for each sound source, and are rendered by computational
acoustic modeling and convolution. For the perceptual pa-
rameters, some are specific to the source (e.g., presence,
warmth, brilliance), while others describe overall rever-
beration (e.g., reverberance, envelopment, liveness) [37].
These (high-level) perceptual parameters map to low-level
feedback delay network (FDN) coefficients (convert
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Fig. 2. Signal and metadata flows for capturing, editing, representing, and rendering parametric reverberation, accounting for the local
loudspeaker arrangement and listener personalization input.

parameters block, Fig. 2) to control various portions of
the RIR. The MPEG-4 perceptual approach is based on
the Spat reverberator [34]. To synthesize the low level
parameters, the direct portion is panned directly accord-
ing to the source direction, the first reflections are cre-
ated by panning delayed versions of the direct sound (the
early reflection module), and the late portions are created
using FDNs whose coefficients are linked to the mixing
time and decay time. Although parameters are typically
estimated from a mono RIR, recent work [38] has con-
sidered the problem of mapping a known room geometry
to FDN coefficients. The FDN coefficients are, however,
linked to a fixed number of virtual loudspeakers for re-
production, reducing the opportunities for format-agnostic
rendering.

3.2.2 Low-Level Parameters and Synthesis
Alternatively, low-level parameters (directly interpreted

at the renderer) may be used to define the desired room
acoustic. One method of efficiently parameterizing an RIR
is the SDM [16]. The SDM is based on the assumption that
the RIR is composed of image sources in the far field. In
each time segment, a microphone array is used to determine
the direction of arrival (DOA) of the most prominent image
source. This information is combined with the actual RIR
recorded at an omnidirectional microphone at the center of
the array, to spatialize the omnidirectional signal (in 3D). In
the context of object-based audio, the omnidirectional RIR
would be transmitted to the renderer, where a convolution
engine would be implemented to spatialize the dry object
audio.

SIRR [15] (which underpins the analysis and synthesis
in directional audio coding (DirAC) [39]) is an alterna-
tive framework for analyzing, encoding, and synthezing
a spatial RIR. The analysis part is based on a B-Format
or higher-order recording [40], and represents the time-
frequency-wise spatial response using three parameters: the

DOA (azimuth and elevation) and a diffuseness coefficient.
Editing this kind of metadata in production was considered
in [41] to achieve effects including rotation, zoom, com-
pression, and spatial filtering. This shows that, although
the route from production tools to low-level parameters is
not intuitive, tools could indeed be developed for producers
to use. For synthesis, the direct sound component is panned
via vector-base amplitude panning (VBAP) [42], while the
diffuse portion is decorrelated and sent to all loudspeak-
ers [43]. The parametric 3D nature of SIRR means that
it can be synthesized flexibly, similar to point source or
diffuse object types. Similarly to SDM, the SIRR repre-
sents a good approach to parameterize a specific room,
but the parameters may not be straightforward to adjust in
editing.

Another system for capturing, editing, and rendering
room acoustics based on a plane wave description of the
sound field was proposed in [35] with wave field synthesis
(WFS) as the target rendering approach. We refer to this as
reverberant WFS (R-WFS). First, the wave field is analyzed
based on measurements from a circular microphone array
[44, 45]. Then, RIRs in the plane wave domain are divided
into an early part and late part. In addition, strong early re-
flections are extracted by spatio-temporal windowing. This
leads to a representation of the room comprising discrete
early reflections, the remaining early part (reflections and
building diffuseness) and late part (reverberation tail) of
the room response. The discrete early reflections may be
modified based on the position and directivity of the direct
sound, whereas the early part and late part of the reverbera-
tion are fixed for each room (see also [46]). Representation
of the sound field as a sum of physical point sources and
plane waves is inherently object-based. The point sources
are used for early reflections, and at least ten plane wave
sources [47] distributed evenly around the listener are used
to render the late reverberation. The same approach has
been used for surround sound and binaural reproduction
[48].
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3.3 Discussion
In contrast to signal-based approaches, parametric rever-

beration rendering gives opportunities for comprehensive
producer control and user personalization. For automatic
dialogue replacement (ADR), for example, the user would
be able to select their own language and any reverberant
sound would also change. Similarly, the user could adapt
parameters relating to reverberation level or time, in order
to improve speech intelligibility. For producers, elements
of the audio scene could be emphasized, attenuated, or
made to appear more distant by modifying the DRR, and
objects could be moved in the scene while retaining intu-
itive discrete early reflection patterns. The viability of this
kind of personalization depends on the abstraction level of
the transmitted parameters. Low-level parameters, such as
those describing recorded RIRs, might be harder to map to
intuitive tools.

The target application might also influence which re-
verberation representation is most appropriate. High-level
parametric approaches might be useful for applications such
as sonic art (e.g., popular music or radio drama production),
where reverberation is predominantly used as a creative
effect. In this case, there is not necessarily a real-world
reference room, different components of the acoustic scene
might have different reverberation, and the rooms might not
be architecturally practical in practice. On the other hand, a
producer may wish to directly capture and edit reverberation
parameters. For an application such as recording a classical
music concert, the acoustic space is an inherent part of the
performance, affecting the conductor and musicians [49,
pp. 3–15] as well as the audience. Thus, the recording pro-
cess should attempt to faithfully reproduce an impression of
the room acoustics, while allowing the engineer to modify
the room impression if desired. Signal-based room tech-
niques might be appropriate, but editing the reverberant
content of the room depends on the skill of the recording
engineer (i.e., by judicious microphone placement in-situ).
Furthermore, the resulting mix would be inflexible over dif-
ferent reproduction systems. An alternative approach would
therefore be to combine close-microphone recordings of
the orchestra sections with a parametric description of the
acoustic space. The choice of parametric approach depends
on the degree to which the producer wishes to edit the room.
The Royal Albert Hall in London, for example, has a strong
echo that may be undesirable [49, p. 237]. The R-WFS and
RSAO approaches would both allow this reflector to be re-
moved or attenuated in the parameter domain. On the other
hand, if minimal editing of the space were required then the
SIRR or SDM approaches might be most appropriate. These
methods are straightforward to capture and reproduce, but
are not as intuitive to edit (although production tools could
be envisaged to this end). Overall, using a parametric repre-
sentation rather than a signal-based recording would allow
the impression of the concert hall to be conveyed flexibly
over a range of reproduction systems.

A further consideration for object-based reverberation is
the required computation, power, and bandwidth for ren-
dering. While it could be assumed that professional studio
environments, and probably home systems, are able to sup-

ply sufficient resources to render parametric reverberation,
the same cannot be assumed for mobile devices. In partic-
ular, convolutions for many objects might not be feasible.
However, there exist computationally efficient techniques
for convolution, and the parameters require less bandwidth
than additional channels dedicated to ambience or rever-
beration. Another general risk with parametric approaches
compared to signal-based approaches is that the producer
must rely on the renderer to faithfully preserve their in-
tentions across many different kinds of reproduction sys-
tems. However this might be outweighed by the opportunity
to flexibly render reverberant content over many different
loudspeaker layouts or headphones. Finally, depending on
the application, the renderer might produce an intermediate
output format, for instance, a new set of “standard” audio
objects, or a scene-based representation.

4 THE REVERBERANT SPATIAL AUDIO OBJECT

As an alternative to the parameteric approaches described
in Sec. 3.2, the RSAO framework describes a compact set
of reverberation parameters that may be estimated from
measured RIRs. Moreover, the parameters can be rendered
using the same signal processing steps required to repro-
duce common object metadata such as point sources and
diffuse objects. The parameters are based on the com-
mon approach of separating the RIR into the direct sound,
L specular early reflections, and late reverberation, similar
to the model in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of
the system, showing the capture, parameterization, object
parameters, and rendering stages for the direct sound and
early reflections (see Sec. 4.1) and the late reverberation
(see Sec. 4.2).

4.1 Direct Sound and Early Reflections
The direct sound and early reflections characterize the

source direction, source width, and room geometry. The
parameters encoding these portions of the RIR are based
around a listener-centered image source approach, similar
to SDM and the MPEG-4 physical method. The direct sound
is characterized by the DOA of the source with respect to
the listening position, together with an optional spectral
filter (giving opportunities to encode source directivity, ob-
structing objects, and monaural timbral effects due to modal
behavior at low frequencies). Early reflections are modeled
as peaks in the time domain RIR, generated by directional
specular reflections. In addition to the direct sound param-
eters, the early reflections also have a parameter for the
delay of the image source with respect to the direct sound.
The parameters for the direct sound and early reflections
can be edited based on a physical model of the listener in
the room or by abstracting the parameters to higher-level
descriptions such as envelopment or intimacy. In the ren-
derer, both the direct sound and the early reflections are
rendered as point-like sources, assuming that the DOA of
each reflection is consistent across the full frequency range.
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Fig. 3. Overview of the proposed RSAO framework, showing the capture, parameterization, object parameters, and rendering stages
and illustrating the direct/early reflection and late reverberation processing paths.

4.2 Late Reverberation
Late reverberation is modeled in the RSAO as expo-

nentially decaying white noise, which can characterize the
superposition of high-order specular and diffuse reflections
[50], and convey room size, spaciousness, and distance.
Parameters for the late reverberation are a late delay, cor-
responding to the mixing time, together with a level, decay
constant, and onset ramp length for a number of subbands.
The onset ramp aims to build diffuseness through the early
part of the RIR, coinciding with the later early reflections.
These parameters can be edited based on a physical model,
mapping to perceptual parameters, or DRR control. The
late reverberation is rendered by producing a single chan-
nel FIR filter, convolving it with the incoming object audio
and rendering to all loudspeakers via diffusion filters.

5 RSAO IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE

In this section we expand on the RSAO concept with
an implementation example where we estimate parameters
from measured RIR data and render them with an object-
based renderer. We also present results of a listening test,
showing that the RSAO framework can be used for format-
agnostic, editable reverberation rendering.

5.1 Datasets
Multichannel RIRs measured in four rooms in Guildford,

UK, were used for the parameterization experiments [51].
The rooms are: Vislab, an acoustically treated lab (room
volume V=240 m3; RT60=0.80 s (0.5–4 kHz); source dis-
tance d=1.7 m); Studio 1, a classical recording studio
(V=1615 m3; RT60=1.11 s; d=3 m); Church I, a Victo-
rian church (1904) with thick concrete walls and thinly
carpeted floor (V=1027 m3; RT60=1.31 s; d=3 m); and
Church II, a modern church (1991) with brick walls, large
wooden roof, and carpeted floor (V=2857 m3; RT60=1.41
s; d=5 m)1. Each recording was made with a bi-circular ar-
ray of 48 Countryman B3 omni lavalier microphones [52],
and with Genelec 8020B (Vislab), 8030A (Church I and
II), and 1030A (Studio 1) loudspeakers, respectively. All
sources used for this experiment were placed directly in
front of the microphone array. An example of a single RIR
recorded in each room is shown in Fig. 4.

1 Accessible via http://cvssp.org/data/s3a/
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Fig. 4. An example RIR from each dataset showing the squared
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5.2 Parameter Estimation and Synthesis
The parameter estimation stages are shown in Fig. 3.

Early reflection parameters were estimated with a refined
implementation of [17]. In particular, the peak detection,
frequency filter estimation, and mixing time estimation
were improved. Peak detection used the Clustered Dy-
namic Programming Projected Phase-Slope Algorithm
(C-DYPSA) [53] to extract the six strongest peaks (ranked
by ampltiude) detected across all 48 RIR channels. Each
detected peak was segmented with a window of L = 64
samples, and then a delay and sum beamformer (DSB)
was steered in 3D to estimate the DOA. The level was
then estimated from the DSB output using the noise

gain, i.e.,
√

L∑
n

hb(n)2, where hb is the segmented, steered

reflection. Finally, the spectrum of hb was estimated using
8 linear predictive coding (LPC) coefficients [54]. No
frequency filtering was applied to the direct sound in this
implementation. The late onset (mixing) time tmix used
was the model-based perceptual mixing time tmp50 via the
regression formula given in [55, Eq.(12)], based on the
room dimensions. Octave subbands were used for the late
decays and levels; after subband filtering the exponential
decay constant was estimated using the first 20 dB of
decaying late energy after tmp50 and the subband level was
estimated by calculating the noise gain (as above) in the
1 ms neighborhood of tmix. In each subband, the onset
ramp length (to tmix) was specified as a linear ramp from
zero to the late level, starting at the first reflection. All in
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Fig. 5. Representation of the parametric RIRs prior to rendering,
showing the squared magnitude of the direct pulse, the delayed,
filtered, and attenuated specular reflections (black) and the diffuse
late reverberation filter (grey).

all, the following parameters were sent to the renderer as
a JSON-formatted text string over UDP: direct sound level
and position; six early reflection levels, delays, positions,
and sets of LPC coefficients factorized into second-order
filter sections; late delay; and nine late subband onset ramp
lengths, levels, and exponential decay constants.

The parameters were received by an object-based ren-
derer developed as part of the S3A project. Early reflec-
tions were delayed, scaled, and filtered based on their meta-
data and panned to the available loudspeakers via VBAP.
For each late reverberation subband, an envelope was con-
structed as an initial delay modeled by zeros, a linear ramp
up to the mixing time, and an exponential decay to the max-
imum number of samples. These envelopes were pointwise
multiplied by subband-filtered white noise sequences, and
the final broadband FIR filter was generated by summing
the subband contributions. The incoming object audio was
convolved with the FIR filter and sent to all channels via
diffusion filters. The FIR filter used was 2 s long. The RIRs
constructed from the parameters for each room under test
are shown in Fig. 5(a), following temporal processing but
before spatialization.

5.3 Listening Tests
In order to demonstrate the potential of the RSAO frame-

work to achieve editable, format-agnostic reverberation, a

set of pilot listening tests were carried out in the ITU-R
BS.1116 standard listening room at the University of Surrey
(described in [56]). Eleven listeners were tested: five experi-
enced listeners and six inexperienced listeners. Eventually,
two of the inexperienced listeners were removed from sub-
sequent analysis: one reported having hearing difficulties
on the day and another reported making random ratings
because the task was too difficult. In each of three tests, de-
scribed below, listeners were presented with a MUSHRA-
style interface and used multiple sliders to rank each
stimulus against the attribute under test. The scales were
unmarked and listeners were asked to rate at least one item
on each page at the bottom of the scale (0) and at least one
item at the top of the scale (100). Three program items were
used: an anechoic hand clap from the Freesound project2

and anechoic male speech, and guitar recordings from the
Bang & Olufsen Music for Archimedes CD [57]. Four pos-
sible types of rendering were used: 22chan, object render-
ing to ITU 22.0 loudspeakers; stereo, object rendering to
stereo; mono, the stereo object render summed to mono
(center channel); and, meas*, a timbral reference created
by convolving one of the original omnidirectional micro-
phone recordings with the source signal and replaying it
in mono. In each case, the direct sound DOA was at 0 de-
grees azimuth and elevation with respect to the listening
position. In reproduction, all channel layouts used a bass
management system, using two frontal subwoofers, for bass
content. In addition to the parameters estimated from the
real room, edited versions of the parameters, described be-
low, were used in some of the tests. The program items
were manually loudness matched prior to processing; any
loudness differences for different test stimuli were due to
the reverberation rendering under test.

5.3.1 Apparent Source Distance
The first test asked the listeners to please rate the follow-

ing stimuli according to how far they appear to be from you,
rating at least one stimulus as “Farthest” and at least one
stimulus as “Nearest.” For this test, the guitar and speech
programs were used, and the stimuli comprised the original
and three modified versions of the Church II parameters,
rendered over mono, stereo, and 22chan, together with the
original Meas* recording. Parameters were altered based
on a set of simple rules and a relative distance coefficient r,
as: ld = ld/r; le = le/

√
r , where ld and le are the direct and

early reflection levels, respectively. Fig. 5(b) shows the re-
sultant RIRs. Although not edited here, the scheme equally
allows for adjustment of reflection delay and direction to
account for source and receiver position changes. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 6, top. Overall, the listeners were
most uncertain about rating the original distance (between
r = 0.6 and r = 2.0), yet overall it is clear that by modifying
the DRR in the parameter domain the listeners’ perception
of distance was altered. In general, the listeners rated the

2 The clap was selected from a sequence recorded in the
anechoic chamber at HKU, contributed by “Anton.” URL
https://www.freesound.org/people/Anton/sounds/345/
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Fig. 6. Perceptual scores for apparent source distance (top), ap-
parent room size (middle), and listener envelopment (bottom),
averaged over program item, together with 95% CIs. Results are
shown for Mono (left), Stereo (center), and 22 Channel Surround
(right) reproduction. For mono reproduction, Mono (top) denotes
a sum of the stereo object render, and Meas* denotes an original
omni RIR convolved with the program. The room Church II′ was
created by editing parameters, so there is no measured reference
in this case. In the uppermost plot the Meas* score is shown as
horizontal black lines (solid: mean; dashed: 95% CIs).

source to appear to be at the same distance across the three
reproduction systems. There is also good agreement be-
tween the distance ratings for meas* (horizontal lines, Fig.
6, top) and the original parameters over 22chan, although
meas* was rated closer than the mono and stereo object
renders.

5.3.2 Apparent Room Size
The second test asked listeners to please rate the follow-

ing stimuli according to how large the room appears to be,
rating at least one stimulus as “Largest” and at least one
stimulus as “Smallest.” Here, only the speech program was
used, and the original sets of parameters for Vislab, Studio
1, and Church II were rendered over stereo and 22chan to-
gether with meas* for each room. In addition, a modified
version of Church II, where the late energy decayed 20%
slower and tmix was 50 ms later, was used (we refer to this
as Church II′). The results (Fig. 6, middle) show that the

listeners were able to rank the parameteric rooms in the
same order as the real rooms, with no significant differ-
ences between the ratings. This implies that the parameters
can properly convey the sense of the size of the target room.
Similarly, the edited parameters were able to increase the
perceived size of the target space.

5.3.3 Listener Envelopment (LEV)
Finally, listeners were asked to please rate the follow-

ing stimuli according to how surrounded you feel by them,
rating at least one stimulus as “Most enveloping” and at
least one stimulus as “Least enveloping.” For this test, the
clap and guitar programs were used, and the original sets
of parameters for all rooms were rendered over stereo and
22chan and compared with the measured reference meas*.
In general, LEV increased with room size, although the rat-
ings were similar between the two church buildings (Fig.
6, bottom). This similarity might be explained by Church I
having stronger early reflection parameters, yet Church II
being slightly more reverberant (see Fig. 5(a)). The LEV
results across systems were similar across all reproduction
methods for the smaller rooms, but for the larger spaces lis-
teners rated the 22chan reproductions to be more enveloping
than the mono or stereo. This result is not entirely surpris-
ing; nevertheless, it illustrates that, by using an object-based
approach to reverberation, the renderer can improve LEV
where more loudspeakers are available. When combined
with the results above, the ratings suggest that this increase
in envelopment may not in general come at the cost of
altering the apparent size of the reverberant space.

6 DISCUSSION

The overall aim of the RSAO is to give a plausible room
impression based on the desired acoustic environment. To
this end, the RSAO represents reverberation with a set of
intuitive low-level parameters. These parameters are linked
to the key perceptual cues to give a plausible impression
of the acoustic properties of a room, including the initial
time gap, surface materials, and room size. Moreover, the
object-based nature of the parameters gives opportunities
for the renderer to generate loudspeaker or headphone sig-
nals based on local knowledge of the reproduction system.
The listening test results presented here show that, over-
all, the parameterization maintains the sense of room size
across reproduction systems and with respect to a mea-
sured reference case, being plausible at least in this regard.
The RSAO parameters can also be edited for creative ef-
fects. Our tests demonstrated that a source could be made
to appear more distant by using a basic level adjustment to
modify the DRR, and that a space could be made to appear
larger by modifying the decay constant governing the late
reverberation filters. In future, using a low-level parametric
reference such as the SDM would allow the RSAO approach
to be perceptually evaluated in terms of the realism of the
reconstructed room.

The parameters themselves were outlined in high-level
terms in Sec. 4, allowing for other implementation options
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within the RSAO framework. The detected early reflec-
tion peaks were visualized and shown to correspond to the
ground-truth room geometry in [52]. However, more re-
search is necessary to conclude, perceptually, how many
early reflections should be encoded. Indeed, the question
of whether these should be the first N reflections or the
strongest N reflections is also open. The choice of six
strongest early reflections was motivated here by the desire
to find all first order reflections, however strong second or-
der reflections might also be detected. The encoding of the
early coloration filters by LPC is another implementation
choice that may be refined. For the late part, the mixing
time could be estimated from the data, for instance from
the echo density [55,58], however we found that the esti-
mation was not robust across all 48 channels of our data
without further refinement. Similarly, the late level estima-
tion might be made more robust in future. For the late FIR
filter, efficient convolution techniques such as the velvet
noise approach [59] might be adopted. Futhermore, various
microphone arrays, including B-Format and higher-order
microphones, could also be used to acquire RIRs for pa-
rameterization. Beyond this, one significant challenge will
be to derive the parameters from speech or music signals,
first for a single source and eventually for a mixture.

In general, the RSAO has implications across the pro-
duction chain. Unlike the high-level parametric methods
standardized in MPEG-4, there is a clear route from RIR
recordings in a real room to a set of parameters. Unlike
low-level methods to parameterize an RIR (e.g., SIRR and
SDM), the parameters map intuitively onto the room ge-
ometry, which may open new opportunities for room edit-
ing. Unlike the R-WFS approach, the late reverberation is
represented by a generalized decay time instead of a sum
of plane wave components, meaning that the renderer has
more freedom to render diffuse sound based on the target
reproduction system. We have not yet implemented these
reference techniques and therefore cannot comment at this
time on their relative perceptual quality or plausibility; how-
ever, on a conceptual level, the RSAO has advantages over
these other methods.

7 SUMMARY

In this paper approaches to creating reverberation for
object-based audio were discussed, focusing on parametric
approaches. Parameters for these approaches can be effi-
ciently captured, edited, transmitted, and modified at the
renderer to suit the actual loudspeaker locations and lis-
tener personalization settings. The RSAO was proposed as
an object type with a representation suitable for recording
in a real room, extracting a set of parameters for plausible
room reproduction, editing for creative effects, and render-
ing using signal processing techniques readily available in
an object renderer. An implementation example was pro-
vided and evaluated with listening tests showing that: the
RSAO correctly retained the sense of room size compared
to a reference convolution reproduction; editing the param-
eters altered the perceived room size and source distance;
and, that greater envelopment can be achieved where the

reproduction system allows. Future work will refine the pa-
rameterization process based on perceptual testing, build
production tools for parameter editing, and evaluate the
overall quality of the synthesized reverberation.
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